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Abstract
The standard approach of assessing the efficiency of a solar cell is strongly depending on the cell temperature
(Tc). The value Tc is calculated based on solar radiation and ambient temperature values as well as the nominal
operating cell temperature (NOCT). NOCT is defined as the temperature element in a solar cell exposed at 800
w/m2 of solar radiation, 20°C of ambient temperature and a wind speed of 1 m/s. However, these conditions
may vary depending on the climate zone nature. In this research a new condition called tropical field operation
cell temperature (tFOCT) is introduced based on the maximum daily standard climatic parameters under tropical
field conditions. These parameters are calculated and justified using generalized extreme value distribution based
on the transient conditions of the tropical weather as a unique approach of field value adaptation. The results
show that the suitable weather conditions for measuring the tFOCT are 886 W/m2 of solar radiation, 34 0C of
ambient temperature and a wind speed of 3.2 m/s. In addition to that, it is concluded that the recommended
tFOCT value is 52.5 °C. Based on these conditions, an enhanced Tc model is proposed and it is found that this
model has higher accuracy than the standard model.
Keywords: PV systems; solar cell temperature; NOCT; tropical condition; generalized extreme value
distribution.

1. Introduction
Global energy consumption is expected to rise by 1.6% annually, or 45% in total for the next 20 years. In
Malaysia, the demand for electricity is forecasted at around 19,000 megawatts (MW) in 2020 and it is escalating
to 23,000 megawatts (MW) in 2030[1]. In recent years, there has been evidence of growing interest by the
Malaysian government towards renewable energy sources, and subsequently, this national concern is highlighted
during the recent official launching of the green technology policy. This policy contains five strategic thrusts
which place focus on strengthening the institutional framework, providing a conducive environment for the
green technology development, intensifying human capital development by introducing green collar jobs,
supporting green technology research and innovations and upgrading promotion and public awareness. This
policy also includes long term goals, and it extends up to the 12th Malaysia Plan (2021–2025) [1].
According to Khatib et al. in [2], the Malaysian weather characteristics feature a climate of uniform
temperature, with high humidity and rainfall and generally light wind. The land is situated in the equatorial
doldrums, where on normal days it is almost impossible to have a full day with completely clear sky, even during
the drought season. Most of the areas in peninsular Malaysia receive a strong solar radiation with average values
from 14 to 18 MJ/m2 for approximately 6 hours daily. Based on this, the photovoltaic (PV) technology is
adopted by the renewable energy policy approved by the Malaysian government based on the fact that PV
systems are clean, environment friendly and secure energy sources. However, PV system size and performance
strongly depend on meteorological variables such as solar energy and ambient temperature and therefore, to
optimize these systems, extensive studies related to solar energy as well as ambient temperature at the site where
the system is installed have to be done [3].
According to [4] increasing solar radiation increases the output power of a solar cell. However, solar
cell temperature affects the solar cell output voltage inversely. According to [4], increasing PV cell’s
temperature by 1 degree decreases PV module’s power by (0.5-0.6) %. In the meanwhile, solar cell temperature
is reduced by wind according to [5]. This statement is further supported by [6] who explains that solar cell
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temperature rise is mainly due to waste heat creation from low efficient conversion process. Thus, a mechanism
is suggested in [6] to fully utilize the natural wind flow arrangements which will reduce the high temperature
generation.
Therefore, the cell temperature is mainly correlated to the ambient temperature, solar radiation and
wind speed. Consequently, the main objective of this paper is to develop a correlation model between these
meteorological variables and the cell temperature for a PV system installed in a specific location in Malaysia.
The correlation model is derived based on new weather conditions for measuring the NOCT. Data for a ten
months yield experience of a PV system installed at Universiti Putra Malaysia, Serdang, Malaysia is used in this
research. The objective of this research is to bring forward a new reference condition of cell temperature for PV
manufacturers who intend to install their PV products in tropical-based countries.

2. Standard testing and operation conditions for a PV module
Temperature effect on solar cells and photovoltaic modules efficiency has been studied for the past few decades
involving elements of photocurrent, absorption of energy and solar radiation. The standard testing conditions
(STC) as described in MS/IEC 61836 standards for the photovoltaic technology refers to the reference values of
the in-plane solar radiance (G) of 1000 W/m2, PV cell junction temperature of 25 0C and air mass (AM) of 1.5.
These values are to be used during the quality testing of any PV module. A high quality, safe and durable PV
module delivers the expected rated power (Wp) withstanding extremely wide range of environmental conditions.
Moreover, it is reputedly capable of delivering high energy yield over a period of time. However, for standard
operating conditions (SOC), the MS/IEC standard defines it as the operating values of in-plane solar radiance
(1000 W/m2), PV devise junction temperature equals to the nominal operating PV cell junction temperature
(NOCT) with Air Mass of 1.5. The nominal operating cell temperature (NOCT) based on [7] is defined as the
temperature element in a PV module exposed at 800 W/m2 of solar radiation, 200C of ambient temperature and a
wind speed of 1 m/s. Therefore, most PV manufacturers provide the temperature elements for PV modules based
on the NOCT to calculate the cell temperature using the following equation [8],

Tc  Ta 
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NOCT  20o C
800W m2



(1)

where Tc is the cell temperature, Ta is the ambient temperature, G is the instant solar radiation, NOCT is the
nominal operation cell temperature and it is usually obtained from the PV module’s datasheet.
However, in [9] Osterwald et al. explain that the temperature measurements of a solar cell are mostly difficult to
conduct, because the temperature measurement of the surface of the PV module usually leads to an error due to
the temperature difference between the surface and cells laminated inside. In other words, ambient temperature
values do not always suit the standard test condition (STC) which is usually applied and referred by PV makers.
Koelh et al. in [10] highlight that the NOCT value should characterize the temperature dependence of the PV
module which allows the estimation of the performance and the energy yield for a specific time duration and
proposed realistic nominal operating cell temperature (ROMT) as illustrated in equation (2).

𝑅𝑂𝑀𝑇 = 20°𝐶 +

800 𝑊/𝑚2
𝑈0 + 𝑈1 ×𝑣

(2)

where, v is wind speed and U0 , U1 are model parameters to consider the seasonal variation.
In addition to that, the location of the measuring temperature element in the PV module is still being
debated by researchers with the issue of how much the cell temperature (T c) is being affected by the surface
temperature (FFs), bottom temperature (FFb), and surrounding temperature (T a) [11]. Mattei et al. in [8] have
proven that the temperature is uniform in the PV panel via the field test arrangement. In [8] a mathematical
equation (equation 3) with additional surface temperature elements as a crucial factor is proposed for the
calculation of solar cell temperature as given below,

𝑇𝐶 =

𝑈𝑃𝑉 𝑇𝑎 +𝐺[(𝜏𝛼)−𝜂𝑟 −𝛿𝑇]

(3)

𝑈𝑃𝑉 −𝐺𝛿

where Tc is the cell temperature, δ is the temperature coefficient, Upv is the heat exchange coefficient
corresponding to the total surface area of the module, ηr is the reference module efficiency (cell temperature of
25 °C, Radiation (G) of 1000 W/m2) and τα is the PV module transmittance-absorbance factor.
In the meanwhile, some studies that conducted in various tropical locations show that the ambient
temperature values also do not always suit the standard test condition (STC) [12,13]. Moreover, Ye et al. in [14]
emphasizes that for tropical regions, it is important to understand the impact of module’s temperature and the
best approach to control it. While, Katsumata et al. in [15] studied the gap of the common method of estimating
the PV module efficiency in STC despite the fact that it varies from actual outdoor conditions. In addition, Tsai
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and Tsai in [16] conducted a verification approach using STC and nominal operating cell temperature (NOCT)
condition for a PV system.
Based on that, it is claimed in this study that the value of the STC in IEC standards deflects the fluctuating
phenomena of transient weather conditions especially in tropical regions. Therefore, alternative nominal
operation conditions for Tc would be presented considering the field data and PV module behaviour under
conditions that deviate from the standard. Moreover, the relation between the surface temperature and bottom
temperature and Tc is studied for more accurate model.

3. Experiment setup and procedure
A 1.14 kWp grid-tied PV Pilot Plant was successfully installed in September 2011 at University Putra Malaysia,
Serdang, Malaysia. This system is equipped with a GPRS- monitoring system as well as a weather station as
shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1: System setup for FF PV array with environmental sensors

The graphical LabVIEW software and cRIO housing are used as data acquisition and real-time monitoring
systems. This enables the process of capturing environmental measurement from multiple sources and analysing
the data visually in both real-time and synchronize mode which is the crucial aspect for rapid fluctuating data
flow. The installed PV system is also equipped with pre-calibrated three temperature sensors, one solar radiation
sensor and one wind speed sensor. The three temperature sensors are for measuring the ambient temperature, PV
cell face temperature and the PV cell bottom temperature. The PV array is slanted at 7.6 degree tilt angle facing
1600 South based on previous researches done for Malaysia [17]. The generators implies fixed mounting
structure of free air-flow on the bottom side of the PV array which has the following characteristics (see Table 1)
Table 1 Installed PV array characteristics
PV array capacity

1.14 kWp

PV array configuration

12x95 kWp Monocrystalline PV modules connected in series

PV array Area

3.6m × 2.4m

PV array output voltage

270 Vdc (22.5 V x 12)

PV array output current

5.56 Adc

In this research data for ten months (September, 2011 to June, 2012) were recorded comprising 12,000 actual
measurements by 15 minutes intervals. Based on the stochastic nature of tropical weather condition, the ten
months duration from September till June are considered to be sufficient whereby the data shows all weather
trends covering the whole year. These records have been taken for each fifteen minutes in order to consider the
uncertainty nature of the recorded data. The annual averages calculated at site throughout the monitoring period
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are 339.7 W/m2 of solar radiation, 29.4 0C of ambient temperature and 1.27 m/s of wind speed. These values are
comparable to the findings reported by [10].
Extreme value theory and analysis for rapid fluctuating data are used extensively in engineering
application by adapting unique method of generalized extreme value distribution (GEV). GEV is the enhance
version of the Weibull distribution and Frechet distribution [18]. A major benefit of GEV is the stabilized
inference of block maxima to show dependence on covariate effects (short-term) and long-term trends due to
gradual climatic change or non-stationary trends [19]. The theoretical analysis is essential to appropriately
choose parametric distribution function, data calibration and extrapolating or manipulating the described
distribution function. GEV can be described as follows,

𝐅(𝒙; µ, 𝝈, 𝝃) = 𝐞𝐱𝐩 { − [ 𝟏 + 𝛏 (

𝐱−µ
𝛔

)]

−

𝟏
𝛏

}

(4)

where σ is scale parameter ζ is shape parameter. µ is a location parameter that determines where the origin will
be located when the function is plotted and it has to be measured based on a specific location. In this research,
The GEV is applied due to its cumulative extreme value behaviour either as parent distribution or asymptotic
approximation to describe the data trend for solar radiation (G) and ambient temperature (Ta) via maxima
location parameter (µ) characteristic.
Note that in this study the wind effect is assumed to be negligible and only is considered as the nominal field
condition in the tropics. This is due the fact that the solar radiation has a low correlation with wind speed as
claimed by [20]. Moreover, Koelh et al. in [10] supports this statement and suggested that natural wind
convection can be neglected for wind speeds above 2 m/s. The value of wind speed based on GEV is 3.2 m/s ±
0.07, assuming that the wind direction is constant and the maximum daily wind speed occurrences at 10.00 am
till 8.00 pm. However, in this research a multiple linear regression (MLR) with the analysis of variance test
(ANOVA) is conducted in order show that wind speed has a very weak correlation with solar radiation. On the
other hand, the same analysis is done for the ambient temperature data which show a high correlation with the
solar radiation data. The results of the statistical test conducted show that the correlation between the solar
radiation and the wind speed is lower than the correlation between the solar radiation and the ambient
temperature.

4. Results and Discussion
For comprehensibility, we introduce a new term called tFOCT. tFOCT is defined as the equilibrium maximum
daily cell temperature at standard climatic parameter in tropical field conditions. tFOCT value is assumed to be
more accurate that NOCT value and we claim in this study that the best weather conditions for measuring the
tFOCT can be found using the generalized extreme value distribution via maxima location parameter (µ). As
mentioned before, NOCT is usually measured at solar radiation of 800 W/m2 , ambient temperature of 20 oC and
wind speed of 1m/s. However, it is claimed in this research that there are better conditions to measure this value.
These conditions are represented by the most frequent maximum value of the aforementioned meteorological
variables. In the other words, the most frequent values occurred of solar radiation, ambient temperature and wind
speed are considered to be better conditions for measuring the NOCT which called after this new assumption as
tFOCT. This methodology led to the conclusion that the mean daily maximum solar radiation and the mean daily
maximum ambient temperature are the best weather condition to measure tFOCT at. Figures 2 show normal
distributions for solar radiation and ambient temperature for the adopted site.

Figure 2 Data analysis based on GEV distribution for solar radiation and ambient temperature
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For the figure, the location parameter (µ) is calculated at 886 W/m2 ± 13.7 solar radiation and 34 0C ± 0.12
of ambient temperature. Based on this analysis, the solar cell temperature in equation (1) must be calculated
considering new weather conditions which are solar radiation of 886 W/m2 and 34 0C of ambient temperature as
follows,

Tc (t )  Ta (t ) 



G(t )
tFOCT  34 o C
886



(5)

Based on equation 5, the tFOCT appears under 886 W/m2 of solar radiation, and 34 0C of ambient temperature.
However, in this research two cell temperature sensors were used which are cell surface temperature (FFs) and
cell bottom temperature (FFb) sensors. According to this, there are two possible ways to estimate the tFOCT of
the solar cell based on FFs and FFb. Therefore, in this research the tFOCT is calculated based on both values.
Sixty daily samples of the FFs and FFb values that occurred at the recommended weather condition for
calculating the tFOCT are taken with tolerance of ± 5% (see figure 3).
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Figure 3 FFs and FFb at the daily maximum weather condition for calculating the tFOCT

From Figure 3, two values of tFOCT can be concluded; one based on the surface temperature of the solar cell
(FFs) and another based on the bottom temperature of a solar cell (FF b). The tFOCT based on daily average FFs
values is 47.9 0C while the tFOCT based on FFb is 52.5 0C. The FFs fluctuates between the ranges of 42.4 0C to
52.6 0C while FFb ranges from 43.7 0C up to 57.90C. Based on this, two correlation equations can be given for
the cell temperature as follows,

Tc (t )  Ta (t )  0.016G(t )  FFs 


Tc (t )  Ta (t )  0.02G(t )  FFb 

(6)

The first part of equation 6 shows the relation between the cell temperature and the solar radiation and the
ambient temperature using the surface temperature to calculate the tFOCT. Meanwhile the second part shows the
same relation but using the bottom temperature of the solar cell for calculating the tFOCT. To validate the
proposed cell temperature models, the cell temperature values for 60 samples in the month of June 2012 are
calculated. These values are calculated using the models proposed in equation 6 and using the standard equation
presented in equation 1. As for the NOCT value used in equation 1, it is assumed to be equal to 47 0C based on
the used PV modules datasheet. Figure 4 shows the results of equation 6 compared to equation 1.
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Figure 4 Testing results of the proposed models for calculating the solar cell temperature

From Figure 4, the solar cell temperature values calculated based on the proposed model which is presented in
equation 6 are more accurate than the results of the standard model shown in equation 1. The values of solar cell
temperature calculated based on the FFs values (Tcs) and the values of the solar cell temperature calculated based
on FFb (Tcb) are closer to the actual values of FFs and FFb than the values of the solar cell temperature calculated
based on the standard equation (T cr). The average absolute error (AE) between the actual FF s values and the
predicted values of FFs (Tcs) is 1.99%. In addition to that the AE between the FFb (actual values) and Tcb
(predicted values) is 1.72%. On the other hand the AE values between the T cr values and FFs and FFb are 29.6%
and 35.7% respectively.

5. Conclusion
We introduced a new term, tFOCT, as the equilibrium cell temperature mean value of the maximum average
monthly standard climatic parameter in tropical field conditions. Based on a ten-month yield of a PV pilot ülant
with statistical justifications, the value of 886 W/m2 of solar radiation, 34 0C of ambient temperature are
suggested for measuring the best nominal operating cell temperature represents by tFOCT value . The proposed
model for calculating the solar cell temperature is more accurate than the standard model. This work is intended
as a helpful reference for those who are interested in PV system installation in Malaysia and nearby regions.
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